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1.  All fields must be typed; no handwritten requests will be accepted.
2.  If requesting an outlier for multiple services, fill out one form if the client is receiving services from one provider agency. 
If multiple provider agencies are providing services, complete a separate form for each provider.
Team Members Involved in Request
Names
Agency
Function
(example:  Parent, P.T., Coordinator)
Is this a Life Skills and Transition Center (LSTC) or North Dakota State Hospital (NDSH) qualifier request?
COMPLETE THIS SECTION FOR ANY BEHAVIOR QUALIFIERS Complete section in its entirety
BEHAVIOR SUPPORT NEEDS
Directions: Qualifying Behavioral Need (check all that apply) and Identify/Describe each behavior requiring additional staffing in the comment section and answer all questions.
COMPLETE THIS SECTION FOR ANY MEDICAL QUALIFIERS Complete section in its entirety
MEDICAL NEEDS
Directions:  Qualifying Medical Need (check all that apply) and Identify/Describe each Medical Need requiring additional staffing in the comment section and answer all questions.  
COMPLETE THIS SECTION FOR ANY SPECIAL CONSIDERATION SITUATION
Complete section in its entirety 
Special Consideration Situation
COMPLETE THIS SECTION FOR ALL MEDICAL OR BEHAVIORAL REQUESTS
Staffing/Support Changes
Is shared staffing available and appropriate?
Does this setting have awake night staffing?
Does this setting have sleep night staffing?
Does the client have a need for awake night staffing?
Requested additional hours "per month" for outlier:
Services
Hours for Each Service
Length of Request
CESSATION PLAN
List the steps that will be taken to fade out the enhanced staffing back to a normal staffing pattern. Include any team member's participation and documentation to take place. 
TO BE COMPLETED BY THE PROVIDER CEO:
Does the client share staffing hours with others receiving DD services?  (i.e. apartment building, group homes, day programs, etc.)
By typing my name below, I am signing this application form electronically.  I agree that my electronic signature is the legal equivalent of my handwritten signature.  I attest, subject to the penalties of perjury that I am the individual completing this application and that I have provided accurate information.
OUTLIER ADDENDUM
1. 2.  3.
For Completion by the CEO, or designee. List those who share staffing hours with the client identified in this request (i.e. apartment buildings, group homes, day programs, etc.). Include clients' full name, Medicaid ID, Program Type (group similar program types together if there is more than one program), Assessment Score Hours (identified by the Assessment Score Calculator for the program type).
Client Name
Client  Medicaid Number
Program Type
Check if Sharing Overnight Staff
Approved Assessment Score Monthly Hours
OUTLIER REQUEST CHECKLIST
Instructions: This checklist must be filled out and included with each Outlier Request to track if it is complete.  The checklist must also be completed by the Provider, DDPA, and DD Division.  For incomplete requests, the provider will have 15 business days from the date of the notification to submit the required information to the DD Program Administrator (DDPA).
Outlier Request
The Outlier Request must be completely filled out in each applicable section.  Look through the Outlier Request to ensure all areas are completed.  The request is considered incomplete if missing information, for example: Service(s) Requested, Hours Requested for each identified service, Cessation Plan, CEO Signature, Addendum (if roommate present or sharing staff).
Supporting Documentation
Supporting information must be submitted with the Outlier Request.  The items listed below must be checked to ensure the specified information is either in Therap, attached, or not applicable.  If the information is located in Therap, include the specific location/module.  If the supporting information is identified and not attached or able to be found in Therap, the request is incomplete.
Provider Verified
Supporting Information
NA
Therap
Attached
If in Therap, List Location
DDRPA Verified
DD Division Verified
Behavior Support Plans
Data Tracking
Seizure Logs
Medical Assessments
Nursing Care Plans
Psychiatric Assessments
GERs
RMAP
Person Centered Service Plans
Team Meeting Minutes
Medication Lists
QDDP Monitoring
Staff Schedules/ Documentation
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